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SHADE: PS3626.A63 C49 2004

The first in a series of collections of great erotic fiction edited by Zane, the reigning queen of erotica. This is a his-and-her collection. There are stories specifically written with female readers in mind, and others written expressly for men.

SHADE: PS3626 .A63 N47 2003

Tale of a woman with a split personality - one highly sexed and one sexually repressed.

SHADE: E185.625.T38 2003

This book provides a combination of anecdotal material, anthropological data, and psychological insight, The author examines the development of racial identity.

SHADE: PS3515.U789Z63 2003

The first biography of Zora Neale Hurston in twenty-five years — illuminates the complexities of an extraordinary life. Wrapped in Rainbows presents a full picture of Hurston as both a writer and a woman, shedding new light on her public and private lives.

SHADE: PS3554 .I319 O86 2003

Dickey offers plenty of straight-on sex and violence, but also probes questions of contemporary morals and the psychology of betrayal, writing compellingly and believably from his heroine's point of view.


An elegant an compassionate novel about a stately house now gone to seed, inhabited by Mrs. Blessing, an 80-year-old wealthy semi recluse with an acerbic tongue and a reputation for hanging on to every nickel.

SHADE: PS3553.L287D33 2002

Case studies in race, class, and sexuality. Absorbing tales of men and women lusting and interacting and scheming in believable contemporary situations.

SHADE: PS3553.L287D33 2002

A novel of intrigue the author stumbles on a treacherous political scandal involving adultery and blackmail including concrete evidence that her sister's killer has murdered more than once.
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DATABASES

Galenet - Databases include Associations Unlimited, Biography Resource Center, Discovering Authors, Discovering Biography, Discovering Science, Exploring Poetry, Literature Resource Center, Scribner Writers Series, Twayne Authors Series.

Reader’s Guide Abstracts - Comprehensive indexing and abstracting of the most popular general interest periodicals published in the United States and Canada.

Searchbank (InfoTrac) - Provides access to journal articles covering a wide variety of subject headings. It contains five databases which include: General Reference, Health Reference Center, General Business File, Expanded Academic and National Newspaper Index.

DICTIONARIES

REF. PE1625.W362 2002

A comprehensive volume and superlative work of reference for the serious scholar and inquisitive student alike.

REF. HB2595.U543 1991

Index of careers by their three-digit DOT Occupational Group number.

ENCYCLOPEDIAS

REF. HF5381.E52 2003

This is a four-volume set. The first volume covers industries, and the next three volumes cover specific information on particular jobs and careers.

REF. AE5.E363 2003

An encyclopedia designed to meet the research topics of students.

REF. PS3563 .O8749 Z913 2003

Intended for lay readers and scholars alike, this reference offers a convenient overview of Toni Morrison’s life and achievements. The first book of its kind, this reference offers hundreds of alphabetically arranged entries on Morrison’s works, major characters, themes, and other topics.

GUIDES

REF. L901.N48 2003

An indispensable source of information for college-bound students and their parents. Describes the academic climates and the social and extra-curricular scenes at the “best and most interesting” schools in the United States and Canada.

REF. LB2371.R67 2002

A guide to graduate study for graduate students, faculty, and advisors, exploring aspects of graduate study including developing the research proposal, forming a committee, preparing for oral and written exams, avoiding emotional letdowns, and publishing a dissertation.

HANDBOOKS

DOC. L2.3/4-4:2002-03

Career reference listing most-up-to-date- growth projections, salary ranges, training, & work environment. Details on more than 250 job titles.

REF. LB2343.32.H36 2002

This book provides a crash course in avoiding freshman-year follies, from filling out roommate questionnaires and evaluating putative hangover remedies to writing papers and studying for exams. Offers an inside glimpse into the real deal on college life from those who have been there -- and survived.

WEBSITES

The CareerKey
http://www.ncsu.edu/careerkey/ - Online personality and job preference quiz for career search and planning.

College Grad Job Hunter
http://www.collegegrad.com/ - Information on resume and cover letter writing, interviewing, salaries, offer negotiations, and more.

Jobtrak
http://www.jobtrack.com - Jobs listing for college students and recent graduates. Partners with many college career centers nationwide.

Careers
http://www.careers.org/ - Search for jobs and links to resources for your job hunt.

SELECTED JOURNALS

PRINT

The Career Development Quarterly
Journal of Career Planning & Employment Occupations